
 

 

TOMCAT MODEL 125 AFP        
125 mm Drum-style Hydraulic-Feed Chippers 
Most economic hydraulic-feed chipper in our range. This hydraulic-feed chipper is 
equipped with a single hydraulic in-feed roller to assist with pulling in those side 
branches to difficult for a Gravity-Feed unit to chip. This reduces prep time and in-
creases production and efficiency.  A swivel discharge chute & chip deflector allows 
the operator to control the direction of the chip discharge. A PTO-shaft is included 
with the unit and the well positioned connection points makes it quick to connect 
to the tractor. Jack included to manually lift the slide-box during maintenance. A 
forward/reverse bar is used to control the direction of the feed and manually con-
trol the feed rate when larger diameter branches is fed into the unit. 

TOMCAT MODEL 125 AFE       
125 mm Drum-style Hydraulic-Feed Chippers 
Our smallest hydraulic-feed chipper in our range              
conveniently fitted on a roadworthy trailer. The hydraulic   
in-feed roller helps to draw in those side branches to      
difficult for a Gravity-Feed unit to chip which reduces prep 
time and   increases production and efficiency. Spare wheel 
and a toolbox is fitted standard on this unit. A swivel        
discharge chute & chip deflector allows the operator to 
control the direction of the chip discharge. A forward/
reverse bar is used to manually control the feed rate when 
larger diameter branches is chipped. 

 
CHIPPER 

CAPACITY 
THROAT 
OPENING 

IN-FEED 
HOPPER 

WEIGHT L X W X H ENGINE CAPACITY 
HYDRAULIC 

TANK 
REVERSING 
AUTO FEED 

125 AFP 125 175 X 120 800 X 450 475Kg 1.9 X 1.1 X 2.2 PTO:  25Hp - 40Hp 40L NO 

125 AFE 125 175 X 120 800 X 450 675Kg 3.5 X 1.8 X 2.1 13Hp YAMAHA Petrol 40L NO 

Application :  

 Alien Clearing 
 Firewood Waste 
 Feed for livestock  

Series  Features 

 Forward Reverse Bar 
 Single In-feed Roller 
 Hydraulic Tank 

 
 Foldable Feed Tray  
 Replaceable Wear Strips 
 4 Sided Anvil 

 
 Jack to lift slide-box 
 Swivel Discharge Chute 
 Sealed Bearings 

125 mm Drum-style Hydraulic-Feed Chippers 


